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Abstract
In this article, I question an educational ideology of musical excellence, particularly as it
tends to appeal to large ensembles in secondary school music. Excellence appears to be a
widespread idea that often conjures up notions of distinction, success, and superiority, which
may foster feelings of competition that run counter to the inclusivity intended by many music
educators. I discuss traditions of music education as they relate to large ensembles, and
specifically discuss four facets of competitive music education: becoming the best, visibility,
preoccupation with the outcome, and resistance to change. I then appeal to responsibility in
music teaching, including broad conceptions of musicianship and diverse musical successes
toward lifelong musical engagement, as well as an openness to redefine the term excellence and
its use.
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“This is the best ensemble in the school; we have to demonstrate what the students can
do. Most of them take private lessons and so we are able to tackle some difficult repertoire. The
school board will be at the concert, and we've only got a week and a half, so all of our focus right
now is on the students getting it right," a student-teacher declared to me years ago.
“Ok, what are you trying to teach the students? Did you set goals for this rehearsal?” I
asked.
The response was quick: “Right now we’re working on the rep—you know, it’s a highachieving ensemble!”
“Why is it important that students perform this particular repertoire if it should dominate
so much learning time?” I asked her.
“This is what you do,” she assured me.
I probed, “What are students learning, and what do you hope they will do with what they
learn?” She looked perplexed, but I pressed, “How will you assess them?”
“Oh, we’ll get to that after the concert,” she responded.
“Does the whole ensemble need to dedicate learning time to this repertoire, could it be a
volunteer ensemble?” I asked.
She scoffed and said, “We need the best kids playing their best. There’s no other way.”1
Although this conversation took place years ago, I cannot forget it. In my view, the
student had accepted a dominant line of valuing in secondary ensemble teaching: play the hardest
music, get the best students (they should take private lessons), and demonstrate a polished
performance to particular people. Accomplish this at all costs. Why strive for this specific kind
of excellence in school music? In this paper, I explore the notion of excellence as it implicates
competition, standardization, and a perpetually narrow definition of achievement and success in
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music education. I then suggest alternative ways of considering goals and outcomes for music
teaching and learning in and out of schools. I appeal to responsibility rather than excellence in
music teaching, and I encourage openness to redefine the term and its use.
In the story I recount, it is important to bear in mind that this student-teacher was not in a
position to overhaul the ensemble structure, performance schedule, or philosophy of their mentor
teacher. However, I had hoped that I might prompt them to reconsider some assumptions about
what has to be in secondary ensembles. Among other issues represented by their comments,
namely pedagogical practices, learning objectives, and canonized repertoire, their appeal to
excellence in music teaching and learning struck me. While there is much to be celebrated in
striving to improve, attempting to seek deeper understandings, or desiring to do one's best, these
goals do not always align with ideology and practices of educational excellence.
Excellence appears to be a widespread idea that often emerges in conversations such as
this one. It is a term that conjures up notions of distinction, success, and superior advantage2—
competition, that is—the achievement of becoming the best. According to Saunders, one of the
problems involving excellence in education is that it is so widely accepted. 3 They stated,
“Because excellence appears neutral, natural, universal, and a legitimate educational goal, it
obfuscates the embedded assumptions that undergird the material practices associated with
performances of excellence.”4 These practices normalize quantification, standardization,
efficiency, and competition in education, furthering a neoliberal ideology.5
While often promoted with assumed goodness, teachers may use ideals of excellence to
enforce particular values. Dai described excellence as a form of giftedness, involving rare and
superior qualities that satisfy particular performance standards in domains considered culturally
valuable.6 He noted that while excellence in educational contexts could comprise social
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leadership or creative achievements, it is more often used to describe skilled performance based
on curricular standards. Dai questioned the ways excellence might promote social inequalities by
failing to account for advantages like social and cultural capital. Enforcement of excellence also
promotes productivity, pushing an investment-to-outcome focus that leads to a spotlight on
efficiency.7
Scholars offer different perspectives on the goals and purposes of school music. These
perspectives do not always align with superiority and efficiency but often lean toward
inclusiveness and growth. For example, Cutietta noted that in a democratic society, schools
should educate as many people as possible to become musically informed and engaged, and to
prepare students to contribute to society through their own meaningful lives.8 Similarly,
Johansen stated that meaningful music education should allow people to make positive
differences in their lives and foster positive social change.9
Nevertheless, school music focuses on skills and concepts that may lack transferability or
sustainability in many students’ lives.10 For what does a school music education prepare
students? According to Thibeault, music in the United States tends to exist as a “specialistoriented presentational field.”11 Perhaps an elite student can later study music in higher education
or strive for a professional music career. Among even those few, however, skills are needed
beyond artistry and technical mastery of an instrument that may include, for instance, finance,
education, fundraising, and management.12
Excellence, or a drive to excel in the schooling system, can be considered in relation to
high achievement. School music achievement is sometimes defined by quantified assessments
that align with contemporary policies of standardization and competition used for
comparability.13 Learning assessments may focus on skills and concepts related to national and
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state standards; we may assess learning in particular ways.14 However, within a school culture of
standardization, long-term musical engagement may be taken for granted or undervalued. School
music cultures tend to enact teacher-centric efficiency and measurable productivity, particularly
in large ensembles with larger populations than typical school classes.15
Competition to excel above others is likely one reason the pool of students and teachers
involved in school music remains narrow. Cutietta described school music traditions (including
higher education) as a “closed feedback loop” that begins with participation in school music and
moves to music teacher preparation programs, professional development, and perpetuation of
traditions as music teachers in K–12 systems.16 We may reward teachers for ascribing to
traditions that may include being selective among students, participating in festivals, winning
competitions, and perhaps leading some students to music careers. In an attempt to shed light on
this loop, Schmidt questioned who the leaders are in music education, whose ideas we listen to,
and who should be allowed to participate.17
Despite standardization, we can regard high achievement in different ways. For example,
students love music, continue to be musical in their adult lives, gain a depth of understanding
about music, and become versatile musical people. D. A. Williams, drawing from the works of
Bennett Reimer and David Elliott, noted shared goals of music teaching and learning that
encourage a reconsideration of excellence. Some of these goals include acknowledging local
culture; value for human thinking and feeling; and integration of listening skills (affect,
interpretation, structural components, expressivity, representation, social context, and personal
meanings); and creativity, self-growth, and self-knowledge.18
Although I propose the notion of excellence as problematic, I do not mean to say that
music classes should lack rigor or that students should not strive to attain refined skills or
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understandings. Music classes that operate apart from the traditions of competition and
excellence can certainly lead students to achieve sophisticated musical skills and understandings.
Students are motivated by positive expectations and goal-setting, which we can implement
without competitive and standardized traditions.19
I propose that learning is too often in tension with the ways ideas of excellence we seem
to uphold. As Deresiewicz asked of privileged education in general, are teachers forcing a choice
between learning and success?20 I ask, do music teachers prioritize students’ ongoing
musicianship beyond their school years? Such an openness might lead to divergent and ongoing
definitions of music that teachers might not get to know and see fully. There may not be much
public recognition for this focus. Yet do music teachers really value the kinds of broadening and
inclusion that might oblige us to ask ourselves such difficult, vulnerable questions? As Williams
noted, the music education profession must be open to critical consideration and alternatives.21
For music students, some of whom will become music educators, an unquestioned
endeavor to achieve excellence often begins early. This endeavor can include private study,
lessons with the best teachers, efforts to undertake increasingly difficult repertoire in the Western
classical canon, participation in competitions, auditions to regional ensembles, acceptance to
prestigious schools of music, and so on, painting an elite pathway. While some of these activities
may occur outside schools, school music classes often support a similar ideology that, as
Webster noted, often marginalizes music instruction outside of traditional performance
ensembles.22
Some students will audition into honors ensembles, compete for the first chair at
festivals, and play concerts of challenging repertoire in efforts to realize a narrow standard of
excellence and achieve recognition for it. While these activities can certainly be motivating and
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satisfying for some students, they contribute to a shrinking group that adheres to traditional
music education experiences. As Cutietta noted, we must extend the reach of music programs to
raise diverse musical citizens.23 Traditional music education experiences seem in tension with
music as a school subject presumably for all.
Varying degrees of competition is present in school music. Whether formally structured,
like a band competition, or less formally, perhaps auditioned seating arrangements, competitive
musicianship shapes a culture that affects even those who do not participate in it. For instance, a
concert focusing solely on what an ensemble can do rather than a visible acknowledgment of
what learning processes the ensemble underwent, who contributed to that process, and in what
ways they contributed, including how they realized a final performance, will fail to make
learning visible and may even fail to value learning in favor of accomplishment. Such a
performance communicates strong school music values to the community. Performing can
certainly represent learning, provide purpose for learning, and shape the nature of learning, yet it
is not necessarily synonymous with learning.24 Learning and performance are related, yet it is
also possible that one can dominate the other when focused on efficiency and success.25
The students who do not feel successful in school music may not recognize their own
human musicianship. Resulting self-conceptions that one is unmusical are unfortunately
common, societally reinforced, and often long-lasting.26 School music models professional
training and performance; we regard those who do not achieve in this system as consumers and
appreciators of musicians’ work.27 However, these ideas are not new. Scholars have written and
spoken at length about such concerns as a focus on process over product,28 ensemble
competitions,29 and ensemble structures.30
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Encouragingly, researchers continue to explore new ideas for those students who may not
otherwise find a place in school music.31 In some cases, however, even these classes adhere to
pervasive notions of musical excellence. Some practitioners will agree that teaching and learning
in large ensembles can occur in musical, student-centered ways that provide ownership and
autonomy. Teachers can facilitate such pedagogies even though it may be difficult to disband
ideals like excellence that so often frame them. However, to do so, necessitates an active
rethinking of ensemble norms and values in addition to likely expectations among the audience
and community.
A philosophy of excellence elicits increasingly thoughtful and enlightened responses
from music professionals who have expressed concerns about competition in general education
and music education.32 Some have emphasized the need for a broad representation of students,
teachers, repertoire, styles, practices, and pedagogies in school music.33 Despite scholars’
appeals to seek various kinds of inclusion in music education, music programs—particularly
within large ensembles—still widely employ a philosophy that adheres to traditional notions of
excellence stemming from longstanding conservatory/apprenticeship .hip models.34 These
traditions tend to be exclusionary in terms of who is prioritized and upheld as valuable relative to
others.
Traditions
In music education, changes such as the inclusion of technology,35 integration of varied
musical cultures and practices,36 and considerations for all learners37 contribute to broadened
curricular aims. Secondary general music, in particular, has also become a pivotal topic, sparking
contemplation about musicianship, musical preferences, and pedagogies.38 While change tends to
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come slowly, music educators and scholars have considered new approaches with interest and
often diligence toward inclusivity and improved pedagogies.
Apple pointed out that when societies encounter insecurity and fragmentation, a
concurrent interest in stability and tradition will likewise take shape to counter the change.39
Despite broadening views and practices, a strong belief in traditions of the large ensemble, and a
focus on excellence persist. This can be noted in studies that focus on continually improving
musical quality, for instance, in topics of ensemble leadership,40 conductor expressivity,41
conductor and ensemble expressivity and festival ratings,42 and relationships between ensemble
and conducting quality.43 Additional studies highlight topics of rehearsal achievements,44
problem-solving in rehearsals,45 benefits of participation,46 group cohesion and motivation
related to conductor support,47 and rapport between teachers and students in ensembles.48 Also,
other studies explicitly focus on elite ensembles or festivals, including reflections on benefits and
motivations for honor ensemble participation,49 and influences on solo and small ensemble
festival ratings.50
Some ensemble directors enact a pedagogy that is inclusive and student-centered, as
Miksza noted.51 They may introduce informal learning opportunities, peer- and selfassessments,52 use of technologies,53 and other tools and pedagogies that are embedded to
varying degrees in the teaching approach and curricular focus. Still, others may prioritize an
agenda of heritage, tradition, and familiarity that have long defined the field.
While it may be easy to accept some changes, like broadening repertoire,54 it may be
more difficult to ask deeper questions of school music programs such as could the very structure
of the large, traditional ensemble create division and tension between participation and
specialization?55 Or, could pedagogical approaches and affiliations, often held as markers of
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professional identity,56 exclude students in the name of efficiency and excellence? Following, I
discuss four facets of excellence particularly prevalent in secondary instrumental ensembles:
becoming the best, visibility, preoccupation with the outcome, and resistance to change.
Becoming the Best
Excellence, often considered naturally desirable, tends to communicate the best. In other
words, anyone who is not the best is less than the best, a lower status. This approach serves to
divide people into winners and losers. These ideals are incongruent with the inclusion and
opportunity of public schooling that should account for all students and their growth and the
consideration of basic human needs, such as survival, love and belonging, power, freedom, and
fun.57 The competition and quantification used to identify best may fail to acknowledge the labor
and learning of individuals’ growth from where they began. This decontextualizes learning in the
name of status rather than usefulness to students.58 Competition for excellence can intensify over
time. Students or ensembles may compete for distinction among others they deem similarly
skillful. In turn, the bar of excellence heightens, and the harder it can become to achieve socalled successes.
What about those who do not reach this level of distinction, cannot place into the honors
ensemble, or in the absence of an actual competition feel that they fall musically short among
peers? They may view themselves as unmusical and discontinue participation in ensembles, in
schools, or perhaps regard themselves as unmusical for life and steer themselves away from
opportunities to enact their own human musicianship in the future.59
When students are divided out or remove themselves, society loses. Students should
regard themselves as legitimately musical and live their adult lives feeling and doing musical
things as they wish. Without societal participation, a musical culture will reflect only some, who
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found their own niche and ways of sustaining it. If school music teachers embraced the challenge
of facilitating all students’ musical participation apart from trappings of excellence, the artistic
landscape could become increasingly interesting as a reflection of a musically diverse society.60
Visibility
Excellence is exciting—it can be seen, heard, and compared. It can impress and provide
status. When music teachers uphold notions of excellence, they model a value system that
presupposes that the director, performance, repertoire, and presentation are important, whether or
not they are educational. They are responsible for deciding what is important, how to explain and
model that importance, and perhaps why it is so.61 In an interview with Strand, composer Libby
Larsen acknowledged the beginnings of the large ensemble performance as an important way to
synchronize many people under one director—as they described, a useful model for the industrial
age of its emergence.62 However, Larsen went on to describe a collaborative project that lessened
performance focus in favor of group composing and aligned with “a culture built upon
independence fluidity, and collaborative skills in small groups” that are representative among
modern workers.63
Visibility can be one method used as an important advocacy tool in order to educate the
community about students’ musical growth or accomplishments. Beyond the accomplishment of
organizing an ensemble to play particular literature and the assumed benefit of learning,
performance may display the success of the teacher in organizing the students’ learning, perhaps
factoring as an informal evaluative tool of their teaching. This sort of visibility adds pressure to
teachers who feel they must fulfill community expectations through ensemble performances.
Scholars have also encouraged other advocacy efforts that involve visibility—and
involvement—beyond ensemble performance. These include, for example, making strong policy
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arguments and involving parents and community in music-making.64 We may also create
visibility through a broad range of students' musical involvements with their community. Gee
noted that traditional and well-meaning advocacy efforts can contribute to a growing public
disassociation with arts education inadvertently.65
Other, socially-minded goals in music learning have been encouraged in attempts to
create meaningful music learning opportunities such as connecting school music to local musicmaking, embracing students’ curiosities, and peer mentoring.66 These goals, however, are rarely
aligned with conceptions of excellence67 and do not tend to provide comparable visibility
through a public display. They could, however, provide valuable opportunities for public
participation.68 Socially-minded goals tend to be broad, specific to the community, the group,
and individuals in it and would be more difficult to quantify and compare.
Preoccupation with a Desired Outcome
When one strives for excellence, one is likely preoccupied with an outcome, which can
stifle creativity and limit thinking. It can also drain the intrinsic drive. In fact, rewards can
negatively affect one’s creativity and motivation.69 Such preoccupation often emphasizes notions
of pre-existing talent rather than continuous, focused efforts and learning strategies. Focus on the
product can even create anxiety around learning and necessary risk-taking. In order to achieve an
impressive outcome, authoritarian direction seems justifiable in the name of efficiency but
forsakes ownership and creativity. Rather than intending a predefined excellent outcome,
students should be invested in their work, be personally motivated, and find ways to make it
meaningful and sustainable.
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Resistance to Change
When a norm such as the large ensemble is firmly in place, it can be difficult to question
or adapt it. People grow and change, or should feel that they could. Artistry itself can be an
avenue for growth and change. Artists emerge into different periods of creative output at
different times in their lives, and their resulting creative periods are often noteworthy. Students
will necessarily grow and change, too, as they emerge toward adulthood and similarly embark on
new personal growth chapters. So too should their musicianship. But how might one facilitate
artistic learning experiences that embrace such divergent personal growth?
As stated, ensemble programs can be inflexible in the name of efficiency. Authors have
noted that pedagogies can operate similarly—in efficient but perhaps inflexible ways that may
not achieve long-term learning or take into account evolving people.70 Rather than a static
tradition like longstanding large ensemble cultures, we might view culture as dynamic. In this
way, culture can act as a reflection of students here and now as well as in their varied states of
becoming. That is, the culture of music in any school can and should look unique as it reflects
the people who are there in time and place. When teachers and students instead conform to static
cultural traditions, they conform to fit the structure rather than actively shape their own.
Some students succeed in traditional systems; most ensembles have star players who
excel in the program. Ensembles are a legitimate avenue for music-making that can challenge
and inspire; they are cultures of their own that are sought by some learners. Some students want
high-achieving ensemble experiences that are defined in traditional ways. High achievement can
be considered differently, however, from that which occurs competitively within and between
ensembles. Learning itself can be motivating. Students can even define achievement.
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However, the reward of excellence can demand continuous and increasing extrinsic
motivators to coerce behavior toward an intended goal.71 For instance, some ensembles regularly
take trips to festivals. Students typically value these social experiences and may be motivated to
participate in music as a result. While social experiences among adolescents are indeed important
and can play a crucial role in learning, motivation through travel and festivals may not motivate
them to learn music. The learning may also fail to transfer beyond the repertoire and ensemble of
that time and place. Although students can undoubtedly have important social experiences while
learning music, it is also possible that performance and scoring will sideline educational goals. If
we define student success through intrinsic motivation and a love for learning rather than a
judge’s score, it might become transferable and sustainable.
Exploring Intentions
Many music educators express their hope that their work might foster a lifelong
engagement with music for their students.72 Among students who take part in school music,
questions remain about what they will gain long-term. Where do they go from principal flute
senior year? Where do they go from acceptance into the top ensemble at the state festival? Do
the biomedical engineering band alums still play their instruments? What about those who do not
attend college or who cannot locate an ensemble to join? Does their high school music education
play a role in future enactments of musicianship?
Among those students who thrive in a college culture of large ensembles, which can
mirror elements of competition, and excellence, what long-term musical gains have they then
made? Is it possible that some students’ musical growth may actually be restrained through such
tradition? How many high-achieving college musicians sadly admit in an informal setting,
“Improvise? Sing? Sorry, that has not been part of my musical preparation.” For some, structures
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of past or current ensemble experiences confine musicianship to a large ensemble culture,
possibly stifling continued participation outside these norms.
What to Do?
I suggest that rather than an appeal to excellence, music educators instead might appeal to
responsibility in teaching music, focusing on music in social life as well as within the school.73
Where excellence divides and separates those on the top as special or better, responsible music
teaching focuses on the long-term sustainability of a uniquely realized, personal musicianship
among all students. To hope for long-term outcomes, it is first one's responsibility to demonstrate
respect for all students as musical people. As I have stated elsewhere, a regard for the distinct
musicianship represented throughout the student body exhibits value for diverse musicianship
throughout society.74 Music educators can welcome multidimensional musicianship and an
expanded presence of, and participation in, music among secondary students, alumni, and the
local community.
I use large ensembles as an example of competition-minded excellence that is prevalent
in the field. Although my critique might seemingly apply exclusively to ensembles, it can also
describe other kinds of music learning that embody similar philosophical and pedagogical
structures. For instance, learning standard notation, learning about Bach, playing in a rock band,
or songwriting, while potentially suggesting particular methods, can also fall into a framework of
excellence, which Saunders described as a focus on efficiency, production, quantification, and
measurability.75 Narrowly-defined traditions, which often implicate competition and a
preoccupation with perceptions of success, can exist in many forms. This will depend on many
factors, including the music culture of the school and community, the students, the teacher’s
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pedagogical approach, long-term educational intentions, the curriculum, and the musical lives
that might develop from what they learn and experience.
Music teachers must value students’ musical futures rather than focus solely on in-themoment, in-school successes defined by traditions. In other words, what are students intended to
gain, and why might they become invested? Is there a visible pathway toward applicability,
context, and meaning-making? No standard curriculum or pedagogy can appropriately lead to a
broadly-applied approach, however. Rather than having a way, music educators can make
changes that alter expectations so that they do not become cemented as tradition, pedagogy, or
value-system.
To circumvent a taken-for-granted naturalness of excellence and underlying neoliberal
ideology, music teachers must be confident in collaboratively determining new definitions of
success, achievement, and excellence. With a focus on the learning processes of individual and
class growth and the value placed on students' trajectories that include motivations, curiosities,
skills, and understandings, we might celebrate students' achievements might b alongside and
among one another, rather than within an artificial hierarchy of quantified achievements.
Through not only differentiated learning, but also evaluative criteria and learning goals, students
can take increasing ownership of their learning, and comparisons can become increasingly
meaningless.
Music educators do not have to have all the answers. In fact, attempts to have the answer
remain precisely the issue. Rather, we should share pedagogical and curricular challenges with
students in a spirit of collective musicianship, curiosity, and community. On the topic of
motivation, Kohn promoted collaborative decision-making, regarded as shared intellectual and
practical challenges.76 How might one dissolve the societal emphasis put on traditions of
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professional distinction?77 Rather than emulate the excellence of professional orchestral
musicians, we might initiate collaborative opportunities to foster values and practices toward
diverse musicianship. This can certainly occur with professional musicians, but it can also occur
with nonensemble students, in- and out-of-school music teachers, and community musicians of
all sorts.78 All can contribute in unique ways, all might feel vulnerable, and all can benefit as
learners. Importantly, teachers must continually express, model, and make visible their sincere
valuing of varied kinds of musical expertise.
A critical take on excellence may trouble some readers, as it draws into question a deepseated educational and societal relationship with competition and status. A redefinition of
excellence is needed—but not exclusively by experts who have succeeded in the system as it
stands and not by outside forces that have imposed their own, niched pedagogies for learning
music; instead, redefinition should be accomplished in collaboration with the students
themselves for their musical benefit. Criteria determining excellence should be open to students
in order to help ground relevant learning pathways.
As professionals invested in teaching and learning, teachers must redefine or perhaps
relinquish the term excellence and the broad connotations that linger with current use. Some
practices do not broadly serve students and fail to reflect society. Some pedagogies fail to invite,
include, and be flexible in the name of efficiency and comparability. The goal of finding and
molding the best students concentrates one’s efforts on a narrowed few who may not even
benefit in the long-term. Tradition should not unquestioningly determine educational values and
practices. Rather, a critical consideration of what activities occur in music classes, the intentions
that underlie them, and varied ways one might facilitate a democratic space for student learning
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(now and toward students’ futures) is necessary. These ideals should emphasize all students’
growing musicianship to avoid an ongoing preoccupation with determining who made the cut.
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